CCC – Title 24 Activities Update

Training for Building Inspectors
• ~2 hour demo of equipment, test procedures and results
• ~1.5 hour instruction on acceptance test
• Participants
  – CCC: Develop curriculum (Jon McHugh)
  – SMACNA: Provide training venue and conduct demos
  – CALBO: Market training to building inspectors

Outreach to Building Departments
• CCC developing an “Acceptance Testing Field Guide”
• Work with CALBO to distribute
CCC – Title 24 Activities Update

Commissioning Requirements in Title 24

• Objectives:
  – Impact energy efficiency and optimized building operations
  – Encourage Cx best practices

• Key Considerations:
  – Align with concurrent code development efforts (e.g. CA Green Building Standard)
  – Identify alignment between design-phase Cx activities with acceptance testing requirements
  – Analyze feasibility of compliance/enforcement mechanisms

• Participants
  – Project guidance from Randall Higa (SCE), Martha Brook and Tav Commins (CEC)
  – CCC Staff to lead, with input from Advisory Council and other industry stakeholders